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This letter presents an approach to engineer the band structure of carbon nanotube field-effect
transistors via selected area chemical gating. By exposing the center part, or the contacts, of
nanotube devices to oxidizing or reducing gases, a good control over the threshold voltage and
subthreshold swing has been achieved. Our experiments reveal that NO2 shifts the threshold voltage
positively, while NH3 shifts it negatively for both center-exposed and contact-exposed devices.
However, modulations to the subthreshold swing are in opposite directions for center-exposed and
contact-exposed devices: NO2 lowers the subthreshold swing of the contact-exposed devices, but
increases that of the center-exposed devices. In contrast, NH3 reduces the subthreshold swing of the
center-exposed devices, but increases that of the contact-exposed devices. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1944898g

As individual molecular wires, single-walled carbon
nanotubessSWNTsd are intriguing one-dimensional conduc-
tors with fascinating transport properties. The lack of traps
and scattering centers allows carriers to ballistically transport
through the carbon nanotubes with mean free path on the
order of a micrometer, which makes carbon nanotubes
sCNTsd an excellent candidate material for high performance
field-effect transistors. Since SWNTs field-effect transistors
sCNT-FETsd were first reported in 1998,1 great effort has
been devoted to understanding the operation of these
transistors2 and improving their performance.3–7A number of
elegant experiments have been reported toward this goal: For
example, metals with a high work function and good adhe-
sion to CNTs were demonstrated to form ohmic contacts;5

materials with high dielectric constants,3 and liquid/polymer
electrolytes have been used to enhance the gate effect;4,6,7

and nonuniform electrical doping using split gates has been
employed to tailor the band structure of the CNT-FETs.8 In
this letter, we present an interesting approach of using se-
lected area chemical gating to tune the electrical properties
of nanotube transistors.

The CNT-FETs are very sensitive to the ambient
environment,9 which makes them very good chemical and
biological sensors.10,11 The electrons or holes can be trans-
ferred from the adsorbed molecules, and thus the Fermi level
of the exposed CNTs can be shifted. Early work on control-
ling the CNT-FET characteristics focused on the attachment
of oxidizing and reducing chemicals, such as potassium and
bromine, to the nanotubes to modulate the Fermi level.12,13

Later on, nonuniform chemical doping on CNTs was per-
formed to create intramolecularp-n junctions.14 These stud-
ies represented significant advances; however, an important
parameter widely used to characterize transistor perfor-
mance, the subthreshold swing, received only limited atten-
tion at that time. Using nonuniform doping to control both
the threshold voltage and the subthreshold swing of nanotube
transistors has not been demonstrated so far. We report, for
the first time, that selected-area chemical gating can be em-

ployed to tune the contact transparency relative to the bulk
nanotube, which leads to an intriguing influence on both the
threshold voltage and the subthreshold swing for the nano-
tube transistors. This device design can also be used for
chemical sensing application, though two-terminal devices
may work sufficiently well.15

Our CNT-FET devices were fabricated using chemical
vapor depositionsCVDd grown SWNTs on silicon substrates
covered with 500 nm thermal oxide as the gate dielectric
layer.16 Metallic contacts consisted of 3 nm titanium capped
with 60 nm gold, which should form Schottky contacts with
the 4mm long CNTs.2 Devices showing typicalp-type tran-
sistor characteristics were chosen for further studies. The
typical subthreshold swing of these devices measured in am-
bient environment is 600–800 mV/dec.

In order to modulate the energy band nonuniformly
along the nanotubes, polysmethyl methacrylated sPMMAd
was spun on to cover and protect the devices. We verified
that the diffusion of gasessNO2 or NH3d through the PMMA
layer was negligible, as devices fully covered with PMMA
exhibited no response upon chemical exposure. An electron-
beam lithography technique was then used to open,1 mm
wide windows in the center or on the contacts of the CNT-
FET devices. Figure 1 shows two schematic diagrams for a
contact-exposed device and a center-exposed device. Follow-
ing the electron-beam lithography, the devices were exposed
to diluted NH3 or NO2. To test the performance of the CNT-
FET devices, a small constant source-drain voltage of 50 mV
was applied while the transfer characteristics measurements
were made. Figure 2sad displays the transfer curves for a
contact-exposed device residing in air, and in various con-
centrations of NO2 and NH3. Similar measurements were
also performed for a center-exposed device, with the transfer
curves shown in Fig. 2sbd. After each chemical exposure, the
device was always allowed to recover for 30 min to fully
return to the initial statesi.e., device in aird before any sub-
sequent chemical exposure. One can clearly see that for both
center-exposed and contact-exposed devices, the threshold
voltage shifted negatively upon NH3 exposure but positively
upon NO2 exposure. This is understandable and consistentadElectronic mail: chongwuz@usc.edu
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with pervious experiments,10 as NO2 withdraws electrons
from the nanotube and NH3 donates electrons to the nano-
tube. In addition to the shift of the threshold voltage, the
subthreshold swing, which is manifested by the slope of the
current-voltagesI-Vgd curves in the subthreshold region
shown in Fig. 2, also changed with respect to the exposure to
NH3/NO2 for our partially exposed devices. In Fig. 2sad, for
the contact-exposed nanotube transistor, the subthreshold
swing decreased when the device was exposed to NO2, but
increased when exposed to NH3. On the contrary, the trend
of the subthreshold swing change was reversed for the
center-exposed devices as shown in Fig. 2sbd: The subthresh-
old swing became larger when the device was exposed to
NO2, but it became smaller when NH3 was applied instead.

Qualitatively speaking, for the contact-exposed CNT-
FET devices, the NO2 molecules adsorbed onto the CNTs
donate holes to the CNT-FET devices, and move the valence
band of the exposed nanotube part upward relative to the
Fermi level. As shown in the schematics in Fig. 2scd, this
upward shift of the valence band at contacts makes the
Schottky barriers thinner and more transparent for hole in-
jection from the metal electrodes. The overall device charac-

teristics are then more dominated by the bulk nanotube than
by the contacts. Indeed, if doping of the adsorbed NO2 mol-
ecules is sufficiently high, the CNT segments at contacts may
serve as artificial source/drain electrodes to the rest of the
nanotube, which behaves more like a metal-oxide-
semiconductorsMOSFETd than a Schottky barrier FET
sSBFETd. The subthreshold swing therefore becomes smaller
under NO2 exposure for contact-exposed devices, as MOS-
FETs tend to have a stronger gate dependence and hence a
lower subthreshold swing than SBFETs. This is consistent
with previous observation,8 where the energy band modula-
tion at contacts was achieved using a split gate. For the ad-
sorbed NH3 molecules, they withdraw holes from the nano-
tubes and thus make the Schottky barriers thicker and less
transparent to the carriers at the threshold voltage. Therefore,
a larger subthreshold swing was observed for contact-
exposed devices in an NH3 ambient.

Similarly, for the center-exposed CNT-FETs, adsorption
of NO2 shifts the valence band higher relative to the rest part
of the nanotube. As shown in Fig. 2sdd, the device is now
more dominated by the contact barriers and thus gives larger
subthreshold swing. However, the adsorbed NH3 molecules
move the valence band at the center of the nanotube lower.
In order to turn on the nanotube, the gate voltage has to bring
the valence band of the rest part of the nanotube even higher,
therefore leading to a thinner contact barrier, which is more
transparent to the carriers. As a result, the subthreshold
swing is smaller under this condition.

Furthermore, to obtain quantitative information regard-
ing the dependence of the threshold voltage and subthreshold
swing on the gas concentration, the CNT-FET devices were
measured under various concentrations for both NO2 and
NH3. To obtain the stable doping effect under the desired gas
concentration, we kept the gas concentration constant and
then repeated the transfer characteristic measurements,40
times for every gas concentration. Then, the threshold volt-
ages and subthreshold swings were extracted from the as-
measuredI-Vg curves, followed by calculating the mean val-
ues and standard deviations, which are shown in Figs. 3 and
4 represented by the data points and error bars.

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Schematics of the partially exposed CNT transistors
used in this study:sad A contact-exposed device andsbd a center-exposed
device.

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Id-Vg curves of a contact-exposed devicesad and a
center-exposed devicesbd under various ambient conditions. The solid lines
are linear fits for the subthreshold regime.scd andsdd Band structures of the
contact-exposed and the center-exposed devices in NO2 and NH3 at the
threshold voltage, respectively.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined Characteristics of the contact-exposed devices1 mm
wide window opened at contactsd. sad andsbd Threshold voltages plotted as
functions of NO2 and NH3 concentrations, respectively.scd and sdd Sub-
threshold swings plotted as functions of NO2 and NH3 concentrations. The
solid lines are numerically simulated results.
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For the contact-exposed device, the threshold voltage
and the subthreshold swing are plotted as functions of gas
concentrations in Figs. 3sad and 3sbd. It is apparent that the
threshold voltage increased with increasing NO2 concentra-
tion, but decreased with increasing NH3 concentration. The
change to the threshold voltage saturated at high concentra-
tions for both NO2 and NH3. As shown in Figs. 3scd and 3sdd,
the mean subthreshold swing decreased from 810 mV/dec to
480 mV/dec with the concentration of NO2 going up to 4
ppm, while it increased from 660 mV/dec to 920 mV/dec
when the NH3 concentration was increased from 0 to 400
ppm.

For the center-exposed device, the threshold voltage and
the subthreshold swing are plotted versus gas concentrations
of NO2 and NH3 in Figs. 4sad and 4sbd. The threshold voltage
variation is similar to that of contact-exposed devices; how-
ever, as Figs. 4scd and 4sdd shows, the mean subthreshold
swing increased from 670 mV/dec to 860 mV/dec when the
concentration of NO2 went from 0 to 4 ppm, and decreased
from 670 mV/dec to 340 mV/dec when the concentraion of
NH3 was increased from 0 to 400 ppm. Our method therefore
provides an interesting way to tune both the threshold volt-
age and the subthreshold swing of nanotube transistors. Fur-
ther improvement to the subthreshold swing can probably be
achieved with a thinner oxide layer and better oxide quality.

There are detailed models17,18 on the electrical behavior
of semiconducting CNTs and the Schottky barrier modula-
tion effect.8 Here, to analyze the data further, we have in-
cluded the effect of the Schottky barriers and modeled the
threshold voltage shift following the equation:DVT

= ±
kqn0f

cg
uspd, whereq is the electron charge,cg is the gate

capacitance for the exposed part of the nanotubes,n0 is the
total number of positions that can be occupied by the ad-
sorbed molecules,k is a structure parameter characterizing
the importance of the exposed part upon the whole device,f
is the charge transfer rate,uspd is the coverage of the ad-
sorbed molecules as a function of the partial pressure of the
gas, and the plus/minus sign depends on whether NO2 or

NH3 is used.uspd can be calculated following the Langmuir
adsorption isotherm,19 and the theoretical results fit the ex-
periments quite well as shown in Figs. 3sad, 3sbd, 4sad, and
4sbd. To find the subthreshold swing of the selected-area ex-
posed nanotube transistors, we treat the device as serially
connected two FETs with different subthreshold swings, one
accounting for both contacts and the other for the bulk nano-
tube. The current of each segment followsID
= Ise

−bsVG−VTdqVD /kBT in the subthreshold regime,20 and the
simulated subthreshold swing versus the gas partial pressure
is displayed in Figs. 3scd, 3sdd, 4scd, and 4sdd. The results
indicate that a good theoretical guidance can be provided on
how to control the nanotube transistor performance with a
rational device design and selected-area chemical gating.

In conclusion, selected area chemical gating on nanotube
transistors provides an interesting way to design and control
the band structure of the devices without the complexity of
extra gate electrodes. The goal of gaining control on both the
threshold voltage and the subthreshold swing has been
achieved by selectively exposing part of the CNT-FETs to
reducing and oxidizing gases of different concentrations.
Both qualitative and quantitative analyses were given to ex-
plain the experiment results theoretically. Our concept of se-
lected area doping can be readily applied to solid-phase dop-
ing techniques and render stable nanotube devices
mimicking conventional MOSFETs.
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FIG. 4. sColor onlined Characteristics of the center-exposed devices1 mm
wide window opened in the centerd. sad and sbd Threshold voltages plotted
as functions of NO2 and NH3 concentrations, respectively.scd and sdd Sub-
threshold swings plotted as functions of NO2 and NH3 concentrations. The
solid lines are numerically simulated results.
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